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modified by the change.    Every nation of originality has
its favourite principles, its political intuitions, to which it
clings with fondness.    One nation admires free speech and
liberty, another the equality of all citizens; just in the
same manner the Jews attached themselves to the principle
of the Sovereignty of God, and beheved the happiness of
the nation to depend upon its free acknowledgment of
this principle.    But in the time of Christ all true Jews
were depressed with the feeling that the theocracy was in
a great degree a thing of the past, that they were in a new
age with new things about them, that Greek and Eornan
principles and ways of thinking were in the ascendant,
and that the face of the Invisible King no longer shone
full upon them.     This feeling had become so deep and
habitual, that at a much earlier time the sect of the Pharisees
had been, formed to preserve the peculiarity of the nation
from the inroad of foreign thought, and whatever ancient
Jewish feeling remained had gathered itself into this sect
as into a last citadel. In these circumstances the cry,4 The
kingdom of God is at hand/ could not be mistaken.    It
meant that the theocracy was to be restored, that the
nation was called to commence a new era by falling back
upon its first principles,
la making this proclamation John and Christ did not
assume any new character* They revived the obsolete
function of the prophet, and did for their generation what
a Samuel and an Elijah had done for theirs. As every
great nation has its favourite political principles, so it has
its peculiar type of statesmen. The nation which strives
after individual liberty produces statesmen whose principal
qualities are personal independence, moral courage, and
a certain skill in quarrelling by rule. The pursuit of

